Cigar Selections
Liga #9 Belicosa

16.

Nicaragua, Full Body
Rich, complex, and full bodied while remaining smooth. This cigar is made with a Connecticut broadleaf wrapper, Brazilian Mata Fina
binder, and Honduran and Nicaraguan fillers. The tasting notes for this cigar are lush, earthy and espresso-like with incredibly dense
body.

Liga Undercrown Belicosa

9.

Nicaragua, Medium to Full Body
Incorporating some of the same tobaccos as the Liga #9 but in different primings and vintages this cigar is a medium-full smoke. The
tasting notes for this cigar are lush, smooth and creamy with a naturally inherent sweetness.

AVO Heritage Toro

9.

Dominican Republic, Medium Body
This full-bodied blend offers rich, notes of toasted cocoa and spice with an unforgettably creamy finish. It is made with Dominican
binder and filler while the wrapper is Ecuadorian.

AVO Heritage Syncro Toro

11.

Nicaragua/Dominican, Medium Body
This box pressed cigar is a blend of Nicaraguan and Dominican tobaccos. The combination has created smooth and balanced cigar with
unexpected depth and complexity. The Nicaraguan tobacco gives it a spicy and peppery note while the Dominican tobacco gives it a
creamy body and light sweetness.

Padron Family Reserve #45 Natural

28.

Nicaragua, Medium to Full Body
This is a box-pressed Nicaraguan cigar. It has a rich, fuller body. The flavor profile is characterized by cocoa bean and earthiness. Being a
Padron this cigar is sure to be of the highest quality construction and will certainly offer a perfect draw.

Padron 3000 Maduro

8.

Nicaragua, Medium Body
This cigar is similar in size to a robusto. Being a Nicaraguan blend its body is in the medium to full range with rich smoke. It has a dark
toothy wrapper and the flavor is characterized by cocoa, coffee, and nuts.

Arturo Fuente Short Story

7.

Dominican Republic, Medium Body
This cigar is a perfecto meaning both ends are tapered. It is a medium bodied cigar made with Dominican tobaccos and a Cameroon
wrapper. It has a light sweet and peppery note at the beginning that gains intensity towards the end of the cigar.

Arturo Fuente Don Carlos No. 2

15.

Dominican Republic, Medium to Full Body
This large cigar uses Dominican binders and fillers and is wrapped in a beautiful Cameroon wrapper. The flavor profile is comprised of a
pleasant mix of nut and cocoa notes with a tiny bit of spice and sweet cedar.

Ashton Classic 8-9-8

11.

Dominican Republic, Light to Medium Body
A Connecticut wrapper envelops Dominican tobaccos creating a well-loved cigar. Ashton Classic delivers an attractive, mild creaminess
engaged to faint notes of pepper in a superbly constructed format.

Ashton VSG Eclipse

16.

Dominican Republic, Medium to Full Body
With an Ecuadorian grown wrapper and Dominican binder and filler this cigar offers depth and complexity. Rich, dark flavors dominate
this fuller bodied smoke. Powerful cedar and espresso flavor are contrasted by a backdrop of dark chocolate creating a smooth and
inviting experience.

Oliveros Long Lady Honey Sweet , Mango Margarita, Chocolate
Vodka Cranberry
5.
Dominican Republic, Mild Body
Made with 100% premium aged Dominican tobacco and cured to perfection using unique, proprietary methods, Oliveros flavored cigars
are a unique smoking experience with the right amount of flavor and tobacco. Each Long lady is hand rolled come with interesting flavors
such as chocolate, vodka cranberry, mango margarita, and honey.

